
 Haiku  ~  Spring

  pink spring blossoms
reflecting all around us~
   pink april moon 

    red buds peek 
 through april snow~
  blackberry winter
 
  pink-tinted buds
unfurl to pure white~
  my spirit blooms
 
       delicate cups
sip the sunny warmth~
      imbibe spring 
 
      troops of yellow
march with the breeze~
         daffodils

         heralds of spring 
from tall hills to low valleys~
     cascades of melted snow
  
      pink confetti
floating everywhere~
   cherry blossoms

Haiku  ~  Seashore

   waxing water
nearing the sand~
     high tide 

   soft shifting sand
gritty between our toes~
   better than shoes

   rejoice in life
live it to the full~
   heaven waits



Haiku ~ Flowers

 a butterfly flits
above an orange flower~
      nectar divine

   daisy heads
butterfly faves~
     zinnias
 
  greets morn due east
says adieu facing west~
    yellow sunflower 

   victory symbols
velvet brown cylinders~
   marshy cattails
 
   a white coronet
ringing a golden eye~
    a field daisy

  Haiku ~  Nature

    tunneled vision of
a full moon with a halo~
   it's a work of art 

    a rusty old hand
makes a circle of life~
 cuckoo sings the hour

 watery tears drip                                
into a rippled sea~
an iceberg melting

    mirrored images
rare and serendipitous~
double arched rainbows

    roofs frosted by
 giant marshmallows~
   mammatus clouds

 



Haiku ~ Winter

  snowflakes swirl
dance in an updraft~
   kitty entranced 

       wintry lace~
panes etched with ferns 
   eaves sprout icicles

 snow draped branches
under a deep blue sky~
   winter's last laugh

    Haiku ~Animals

   old whistling jack's
piercing calls descend mountains~
       hoary marmots

    rainbow of color
a berry-loving parrot~
    lone Lorikeet
   
    baby incubators
 of warm fleecy pockets~
    aussie kangaroos

   soft shifting sand
gritty between our toes~
   better than shoes  

       streaks of gold
laping across a savannah~
      a graceful impala

   ferrets' curiosity                    
finds rare treasures~
  forgotten hideouts

    by a field waddles
a fuzzy woolly wombie~
  teddy bear down under

      geese take flight
against a cerise flooded sky 
    a moment of splendid



  silky wings aflutter
soft flashes of yellow~
  fairy dust sparkles

      heavily scented
siren call for the bees~
   lavender delight 

    a white bunny hops
paw prints deeply embed~
       patterned snow

     cygnets encircling
a white swan upon a pond~ 
      beauty in grace

    a shape streaks past
by the light of the moon~
   raccoons night shift

         water spurts
from an old grey spout--
      elephant trunk

  robins sail in to drink
on a moist grassy lawn~
       morning dew

Haiku – A Mother's Kiss

      the perfect cure
for all hurts and sores~
      a mother's kiss

Haiku  ~ Valentines

 diamonds sparkle love                 
while roses say amore~
  chocolate preferred

  
       I taste chocolate lips,                   
hear your sighs, smell your perfume,
      touch, and see orbs in love 


